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Immunofluorescence (IF) is a common method to observe protein distribution and localization at the
single-cell level through wide-field fluorescence or confocal microscopy. Conventional protocol for IF
staining of cells typically requires a large amount of reagents, especially antibodies, and noticeable
investment in both labor and time. Microfluidic technologies provide a cost-effective alternative: it can
evaluate and optimize experimental conditions, and perform automatic and high-throughput IF
staining on-chip. We employed this method to analyze lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs) based on the
expression and morphological distribution of LAMP1 and LC3 in starving cells. With pneumatic valves
integrated on-chip, the parallel staining process can be completed within a few hours. The total
consumption of each antibody solution for the whole experiment is merely 0.3 mL. This device provides
a promising tool for automated high-throughput molecular imaging at cell level that can be applied for
diagnostic analysis.

Introduction
Immunofluorescence (IF), with high sensitivity and specificity,
has been used for various applications including the observation
of subcellular distribution of biomolecules and specific metabolites.1,2 It has been regarded as a routine technique in basic
biomedical research and more recently, applied to clinical diagnosis.3 Typically, the specific proteins or molecules in cell
organelles are stained with fluorescent-labeled antibodies and the
fluorescent images are observed with wide-field fluorescence or
confocal microscopes.4 The morphology and the sizes of organelles are usually subject to certain pathological conditions,
making themselves great markers for various diseases, such as
autophagy-related life processes.5 Autophagy, a major lysosome
cargo delivery pathway, has been shown to be highly related to
lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs),6 a group of genetic diseases
mostly resulted from the deficiency of one or more specific
lysosomal hydrolases.7–9 The image-based LSDs analysis may
help differentiating the complex subgroups of the diseases and
providing accurate diagnosis swiftly.
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The standard IF assay uses highly specific primary antibodies
to bind the antigens of interest in cells, and then uses secondary
antibodies, conjugated with fluorescent dyes, to recognize the
bound primary antibodies.10 However, the conventional method
consumes a considerable amount of samples, with a tedious
process for sample treatment and result analysis. Microfluidic
technology has shown promising potential as a cost-effective
platform for biological analysis by lowering the consumption of
samples and reagents, and by reducing experimental errors
through automatic operation.11–13 Using a highly integrated
microfluidic device, multi-step experiments, with highly accurate
liquid manipulation, can be carried out in parallel.14–17 Although
detailed sub-cellular imaging analysis through IF are still mostly
done by conventional methods, recently it has been realized in
the microfluidic channels for carrying out immunoassays,18–22
monitoring gene expression,23,24 observing cell phenotypes,25,26 as
well as performing high-throughput27 and high-content screenings28 on-chip.
In this paper, we report an integrative microfluidic approach
to rapidly perform highly parallel IF experiments, including
multiple programmable reactions and washing steps. We performed a high-throughput IF assay with different cell lines
cultured on-chip, and screened for optimal experimental conditions. The device was fabricated to be compatible with confocal
microscopy, providing high-quality cell IF images. Only a small
amount of cells, typically a few hundreds, are needed for each
experiment. We have applied this device to human fibroblast and
LSDs cell lines with lysosomal-associated membrane protein
1 (LAMP1)29,30 and microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain
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3 (LC3)31 staining. With at least 100-fold reduction of the
consumption of antibodies, the results obtained from chips have
the same quality as those generated by conventional staining
process on glass slides. Moreover, the chip-based approach also
ensures identical conditions for comparison between groups.
Imaging processing and analysis of these information-rich
images can also help us to better differentiate one particular
disease from others by clustering through a few key parameters.

Materials and methods
Fabrication of the microfluidic IF chips
Microfluidic IF chips were manufactured using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, RTV 615 kit, GE Advanced Materials, USA) as described previously.32 Two separated master
molds, one for the fluidic layer and the other for the control
layer, were fabricated by photolithography. The silicon wafers
were treated with hexamethyldisilazane (Alfa Aesar, USA) vapor
for 3 min at 25  C before being coated with photoresist. The mold
of the control layer had 15 mm thick features made by AZ P4620
positive photoresist (AZ Electronic Materials, USA). The mold
of fluidic layer was fabricated by spin-coating positive photoresist twice to a final thickness of 24 mm, and the patterned
photoresist was re-flowed to obtain a rounded cross section.
Before the fabrication of PDMS chips, both molds were treated
with trimethylchlorosilane (Sinopharm, China) vapor for 5 min
at 25  C. The control layer was made by pouring PDMS (5 : 1,
elastomer to crosslinker ratio) onto its mold to a thickness of 5 to
7 mm. The fluidic layer of the chip was made by spin-coating
PDMS (20 : 1, elastomer to crosslinker ratio) onto the mold at
1200 rpm for 60 s. Then the control and fluid layers were baked at
80  C for 20 min and 30 min, respectively. After the control layer
was peeled off from its mold and hole-punched, it was aligned
over the fluidic layer, and then bonded at 80  C for 45 min. The
bonded layers were peeled off from the fluid mold, hole-punched,
then placed on a cover glass (thickness 0.17 mm) with a thin,
cured PDMS layer (10 : 1, elastomer to crosslinker ratio).
Finally, the whole chip was incubated at 80  C for at least 6 h.
Automation
All integrated pneumatic valves in the chips were driven by
a series of computer-controlled solenoid valves through homedeveloped Labview programs. The air pressure for actuating
integrated valves was 0.1 MPa, and the pressure for driving
liquid sample was 0.01–0.02 MPa.
Cell culture
We used normal rat kidney (NRK) cells, stable clones of YFPLC3-transfected epithelial cells, 15 lysosomal storage disorders
cell lines (GM00156, GM00798, GM01256, GM02438,
GM00852, GM00863, GM03030, GM00151, GM00244,
GM00636, GM00654, GM00059, GM00110, GM11473 and
GM00039 from the Coriell Institute, Camden, NJ, USA), and
wild type NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells for experiments. All cells were
cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM,
Invitrogen, USA) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine
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serum (FBS, Invitrogen) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen) in a humid incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37  C.
Cell culture on chips
Before loading cells, the chambers/channels on chip were incubated with 100 mg mL 1 sterilized fibronectin (Invitrogen) for at
least 1 h and then rinsed with the culture medium. The cells were
trypsinized to single cells, centrifuged, re-suspended, and then
seeded into the chambers. The fresh medium was automatically
changed into the fluid channels every 4 h, and the cells were
maintained in the chamber for 8 to 10 h until fully attached and
spread. The whole chip was kept in a homemade culture box
which supplied a humid atmosphere containing 5% CO2 at 37  C.
Before being stained with LC3 and LAMP1, the cells were serum
starved for 4 h. To acquire time-lapse images of LC3 expression
dynamics, we sequentially fixed the cells at 1 h interval by
introducing the fixation solution into each individual chamber.
Microfluidic IF staining
We screened the staining conditions on-chip including various
concentrations of primary and secondary antibodies, as well as
different concentrations of detergents, such as saponin (Sigma,
USA) and Tween 20 (Sinopharm, China), in the solution when
permeabilizing and washing cells. Once the optimized staining
conditions were fixed, the fixing, blocking, washing and staining
processes were carried out automatically on-chip through
a Labview program. The chambers were flushed with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) for 1 min, and then the 4% w/w
paraformaldehyde solution in PBS was added to fix cells for
10 min at 25  C. After fixation, the cells were rinsed with PBS,
and blocked with 0.1% saponin and 10% FBS in PBS for 15 min.
Then the cells were incubated with the primary antibody of either
LAMP1 (Sigma) or GFP (Roche, Germany), or the mixed
primary antibodies of LAMP1 and LC3 (Medical & Biological
Laboratories, Japan) for 30 min. For each IF staining experiment, a parallel set of cells was stained with blank media as the
control. The cells were rinsed with 1% Tween 20, 0.1% saponin,
and 10% FBS in PBS and then stained with the secondary antibody. For single staining of LAMP1, the secondary antibody we
used was either FITC conjugated IgG (Dingguo Biotechnology,
China) or TRITC conjugated IgG (Dingguo Biotechnology). For
single staining of GFP to obtain the time-lapse images of LC3,
the secondary antibody we used was TRITC conjugated IgG.
For LAMP1 and LC3 double staining, the mixed solution of
FITC and TRITC conjugated IgG was used. After incubation
with the secondary antibody for 45 min, the chambers were
rinsed with 10% FBS in PBS. The chip can be directly imaged
under a confocal microscope (LSM 710, Zeiss, Germany).

Results and discussion
Chip design and experimental condition optimization
Successful IF staining relies on proper fixation and washing, as
well as the right concentrations of the primary and secondary
antibodies to retain cellular distribution of the antigen and to
preserve cell morphology. However, conventional protocols
usually require large volumes of samples and reagents. Most
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protocols are also time and labor consuming, which makes them
unsuitable for screening a large number of experimental conditions. Various studies have demonstrated that microfluidics is
a promising platform for cost-effective, rapid and sensitive
bioanalysis.11,15
We fabricated two different integrated microfluidic chips to
perform IF experiments. One chip was designed to screen the
staining conditions and to take time-lapse images of protein
expression in cells. The other was designed to perform highthroughput analysis of different cell lines. Both chips were made
from PDMS with monolithically embedded pneumatic valves to
control and reroute the liquid flow. These micro-valves were also
critical components to isolate chambers, creating microenvironments without crosstalk.
We integrated all liquid handling steps of staining, including
fixation, antibody incubation, and washing, onto a single chip, as
shown in Fig. 1. The six fluid inlets (Fig. 1b, Inlet 1–6) on the left
side of the chip were designed to deliver extra cellular matrix (e.g.
fibronectin), cell suspension, culture medium, fixation solution,
and other reagents. This chip had an interconnected fluidic
channel network (blue channels in Fig. 1a, b), which could be
formed as a long winding channel (Fig. 1c) or be divided and
rearranged into 16 separated winding sections (Fig. 1d, e) by
changing the configuration of the valves. The width of the fluidic
channel is 300 mm, and the height is 25 mm. When the chip was
configured as a 16-chamber format, each chamber had an individual inlet (e.g. Inlet 8 in Fig. 1b), and all chambers could also
share a common inlet (Inlet 7 in Fig. 1b). Thus all chambers
could be either operated fully independently from each other
(Fig. 1d), or in parallel (Fig. 1e) when necessary, to reduce the
tubing connections between reagents to the chip. With this chip,
we tried different concentrations of primary and secondary
antibodies, different incubation time spans, and different choices
and concentrations of detergents during permeabilizing and
washing steps, to optimize the labeling protocol on chip. Every
batch of the 16 tests was carried out simultaneously on a single
chip to identify the best conditions for observing specific localization of a given protein in a certain type of cell. To completely
eliminate cross-contamination between conditions, we designed
an extra washing channel through inlet 7 to flush off the previous
solution before adding a new reagent.
To screen the proper concentration of primary antibody, we
loaded and cultured NRK cells inside the channels and
completely replaced the medium to PBS, and then fixed the cells.
The cells were loaded through one of the inlets in the left side.
With properly controlled cell density of the suspension, we have
achieved uniform distribution of cells among all chambers,
although this uniformity is not required for image-based analysis. After fixation, the cells were rinsed with PBS and then
blocked. The chamber valves were then closed to form separated
compartments and the cells were exposed to different concentrations of primary antibody through the top of inlet 8. After
incubation, we reconfigured the control valves and rinsed the
cells by washing buffer through the top of inlet 7. Finally, the
cells were stained with secondary antibodies from the inlets on
the left hand side, and rinsed with washing buffer again to
complete the process.
We chose LAMP1, which had been proven as a proper
immunological and biochemical marker of lysosome,30 as our
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 1 A reconfigurable microfluidic chip for optimizing the experimental conditions of IF staining. (a) A microphotograph of a multilayer
PDMS chip. The channels are filled with dyes to illustrate different layers
in the chip. Scale bar is 5 mm. (b) The design layout of the chip. Inlets 1–8
are for sample and reagent introduction, inlet 9 and 10 are exit ports. (c)
Chip configuration for cell loading. (d) Chip has been reconfigured to
apply 16 different treatments in parallel. (e) Chip configuration for
washing. Only a partial area of a chip is shown in (c)–(e). The valves are
switched on (open channels in the figures) and off (filled channels in the
figure) to perform fluidic rerouting.

target protein. The concentration is critical for staining. The
concentrations of primary antibody of LAMP1 we tested were
2 mg mL 1, 4 mg mL 1, 10 mg mL 1, or 20 mg mL 1, and the
corresponding concentrations of secondary antibody (FITC or
TRITC conjugated IgG) were 1 mg mL 1 or 2 mg mL 1 respectively, and the incubation time was 30 or 60 min. We found that
the optimal condition was 10 mg mL 1 LAMP1 antibody with
2 mg mL 1 secondary antibody, and that increasing incubation
time from 30 to 60 min did not make any noticeable
improvement.
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Fig. 2 Confocal images of IF staining under various experimental conditions. Unless specifically identified, the images were taken from the chip-based
assay. (a) 4 mg mL 1 LAMP1 Ab; (b) 20 mg mL 1 LAMP1 Ab; (c) without detergent; (d) 10 mg mL 1 LAMP1 Ab with 1% Tween 20; (e) LAMP1 single
staining; (f) LAMP1/LC3 double staining; (g) LAMP1 single staining on-slide; (h) LAMP1/LC3 double staining on-slide. (i)–(p) Time-lapse images of
LC3 reveal the dynamic process of autophagosome formation during starvation. Scale bar: 5 mm.

4 mg mL 1 LAMP1 antibody gave faint fluorescence, which
was too weak to analyze (Fig. 2a). A higher concentration gave
a stronger signal but over-staining would blur the details
(Fig. 2b). Even when we had used the optimum concentrations of
primary and secondary antibodies we still observed some
nonspecific background, mainly located in the cell’s nuclear
region (Fig. 2c). We then tested the function of saponin supplemented in the blocking solution and Tween 20 in the washing
buffer, and adjusted the washing time accordingly. Tween 20 in
the washing buffer led to the elimination of almost all nonspecific
signals, and 3 min of washing time was sufficient to obtain a clear
background (Fig. 2d). Since both solutions of primary and
secondary antibodies contained saponin, further addition of
saponin didn’t help in suppressing the background noises.
Careful washing was necessary to reduce non-specific binding.
Although washing time from seconds to minutes after secondary
antibody incubation did not lead to a significant difference in
background fluorescence intensity, prolonged washing was likely
to flush the cells off the surface of the culture chambers. In
addition, the flow velocity of the washing step was also important. Typically, we drove the fluid with compressed air at
320 | Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 317–324

0.01–0.02 MPa to ensure modest shear force so that the cells
would not detach from the surface. The flow velocity was around
20 ml min 1 through the microchannels and the shear force was
100 dynes cm 2 under this condition.
Correct choice of detergent and proper concentrations of
antibodies were determined by a few well-designed combinatorial
experiments on-chip. This approach not only significantly
reduced the time and the reagents needed for condition
screening, but also offered a robust way to generate highthroughput and parallel experimental conditions to reduce
experimental errors.
Comparison between microfluidic staining and conventional
methods
We carried out two sets of IF staining experiments in parallel,
one was chip-based, while the other was on glass slides. Fig. 2e
and 2f show the confocal images taken from chip-based experiments while the corresponding images from conventional
methods are presented in Fig. 2g and 2h. Panels (e) and (g) are
single staining images of LAMP1 while panels (f) and (h) are
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

double staining images of LAMP1 with LC3 using fibroblast
cells. Through both staining methods, LAMP1 shows uniform
dispersion in the cytoplasmic region.
Double staining is essential in the biological analysis to verify
the co-localization of two proteins or sub-cellular organelles.33 It
is often used to localize one protein by employing another known
protein as a location marker. LC3 is a highly specific marker for
autophagosomal membranes.34 The quantification of autolysosomes, measured by the double staining of LAMP1 and LC3,
indicates the efficiency of the autophagosome–lysosome fusion.35
Recently, autophagy has also been identified as a potential cause
for LSDs.6 Both approaches provide high quality labeling for
confocal imaging. However, the integrated microfluidic platform
shows various advantages over conventional methods, thanks to
its simple liquid handling procedure, low consumption of
samples and reagents, and automatic performance of parallel
analysis, which is more precise and more reproducible than
similar assays performed by hand.
Determination of autophagic activity of mammalian cells with
YFP-LC3
One major advantage of microfluidic chips is the precise control
of the device. We employed the same chip to study dynamical
processes in cells by sequentially terminating the parallel experiments one chamber after another at a fixed time interval, followed by IF staining and confocal imaging. We applied the chipbased IF method to study autophagic dynamics in cells.
Autophagy was up-regulated in response to nutrient starvation
to maintain the cell homeostasis.36 An alternative measurement
of LC3 was easily carried out by IF staining of its fusion protein
(GFP or its derivatives) at given time-points of serum-starvation.
We observed autophagosome dynamics in cells expressing
YFP-LC3 by taking time-lapse images under a confocal microscope at 1 h interval throughout a 7 h period (Fig. 2, panels i to
p). We found that the YFP-LC3 signal was very weak in the
cytoplasm with only a few punctate dots in the first 3 h, then
significantly increased and peaked at the 4th and 5th h, and later
decreased to a lower level. Our results agreed with the data
reported previously.37
The fixation solution was delivered through inlet 7 at preset
time points during the starvation. For every hour of starvation,
we picked a chamber to fix. Each fixation step took 10 min and
then the cells were rinsed and incubated in PBS until we added
other reagents to continue the IF staining process for all chambers. This integrated microfluidic IF staining system was automatically controlled by a Labview program, showing its great
potentials to save labor and to shorten the time interval, while
providing more detailed data.
Performance of multiple IF staining on-chip automatically
We designed another chip (Fig. 3a) to automatically perform
complete IF staining of multiple cell samples. Reagents were
delivered from the left side and each one was assigned to
a particular inlet. The introduction of each reagent was programmed, ensuring the identical treatment (culture, staining, and
imaging) of all cells for quantitative comparison. Cells were
loaded from the top inlets and each sample was delivered into
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

two winding chambers, one for staining and the other for serving
as the negative control without adding the primary antibody.
Fig. 3b demonstrates a few key steps for liquid manipulation
during the experiment: cell loading (I), fixation and washing (II),
primary antibody incubation (III), and secondary antibody
incubation and washing (IV). The open/close status of the valves
A and B could switch the configuration of the liquid routes of the
chip. Through this reconfigurable design and the automation of
liquid handling, we obtained highly parallel results and multiple
replicates from a single run. Each run took about 10 h in total,
including 8 h for cell seeding and culture, and 2 h for IF staining.
High-throughput analysis of lysosomal storage disorder cell lines
We applied this high-throughput chip to study LSDs cell lines.
On the left side of the chip, we placed 7 inlets to deliver surface
treatment reagents, culture medium, fixation solution, blocking
solution, primary and secondary antibodies, and wash buffer,
respectively.
LSDs will cause substrate accumulation inside the lysosomes,
eventually leading to cell dysfunction, which in turn may cause
defects in many other important cellular processes such as
signaling pathways, lipid metabolism, intracellular calcium
homeostasis, as well as trafficking.37 Although most LSDs are still
very hard to control by medication and therefore fatal, recently
certain LSDs can be treated by a few promising therapeutic
methods.38 However, to be effective, these treatments must be
applied before the symptoms reach the irreversible stage.39–41
Apparently, presymptomatic diagnosis of LSDs is essential. Since
LSDs are caused by the deficiency of either a particular lysosomal
protein or some nonlysosomal proteins involved in lysosomal
biogenesis, diagnosis and analysis of LSDs highly depend on
protein detection inside the cells. The diagnosis is further
complicated by the mutation of the genes of proteins in the lumen
or membrane of lysosomes,6 which can alter the morphology of
lysosomes and cause LSDs. Current strategies are mainly immunoassay of blood spots42 and tandem mass spectrometry43–45
which detect the quantity of LAMP1. However, these approaches
are time and labor consuming and come with high cost of reagents.
Recently a digital microfluidic platform has been introduced
into LSDs screening using multiplex enzyme assay.46–48 These
digital microfluidic approaches are extremely valuable for identifying the quantity of specific proteins in the samples. Chipbased methods offered automatic liquid handling through an
inexpensive method, generating comparable results to the benchtop equipment. However, digital microfluidic assays cannot
represent the changes of sizes and the distribution patterns of
lysosomes. Since these changes are common features of many
LSDs cell lines, we believe they can be used as markers for LSDs
diagnosis. Having evaluated the capability of the microfluidic
chips to perform IF staining, we applied our microfluidic chips to
a cell-based high-throughput analysis of LSDs. We stained 16
different cell samples (15 cell lines from human patients with
different LSDs and 1 wild type fibroblast cell line as the control)
on-chip automatically. The whole process of staining took 2 h
and used 0.3 mL solution of each antibody per cell line. Besides
the quantification of LAMP1, the morphology and distribution
of lysosomes in the cell marked by LAMP1 immunostaining were
also useful to distinguish LSD cells from normal cells.
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Fig. 3 A high-throughput IF chip for analyzing LSDs in parallel. (a) A 32-section chip could handle 16 different groups of cell samples in a single
experimental run. Each experimental group had a control running in parallel. The scale bar is 5 mm. (b) Liquid flow in different steps could be
reconfigured by integrated valves. I: cell loading; II: fixation and washing; III: primary antibody incubation; IV: secondary antibody incubation and
washing. Valve A was used to separate the experimental groups and their control groups; valve B was used to isolate different samples. (c) Confocal
images of LAMP1 immunofluoresence for different cell lines. We picked 4 representative images from each cell line that had been stained on-chip, and
compared them with the result from conventional methods on glass slides. Wild type fibroblast cell lines was also shown in the first row as a control. Scale
bar: 5 mm.

Fig. 3c compares 7 representative fluorescence images of
different types of LSD cells, with the wild type fibroblast cell as
the control, using both the microfluidic staining (upper 4 rows)
and the conventional method (lower row). Among these cell lines
samples, WT was the wild type cell; sample A was from a patient
of X-linked ichthyosis; samples B and C were classified as
disorders of lipid metabolism, namely Gaucher disease type III
and Wolman disease, respectively; and the last four cell lines were
from patients suffering from disorders of carbohydrate metabolism: mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I), Hurler syndrome,
neuraminidase deficiency with betagalactosidase deficiency, and
MPS type IIIB.
We quantitative analyzed the LAMP1 fluorescence spots by
home-developed Matlab scripts. Almost all cells from the same
cell line were identical with our chip-based IF method. For each
322 | Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 317–324

cell line, we randomly picked 4 isolated cells to analyze. The
patterns (such as morphology and spot sizes, etc) of the cellular
distribution of lysosome in LSD cells were very different from the
wild type cells in terms of the number, size, spatial distribution,
as well as the intensity of fluorescent spots.
Wild type cells usually show even distribution of small dots
in the cytoplasm. One common feature of the LSDs cell lines is
the increased number of the LAMP1 fluorescence spots, as
shown in Fig. 4a. However, the spot counts can barely
differentiate the different disease cell lines. Besides, it is
difficult to obtain exact counts of the fluorescence spots using
fully automatic image processing without manually separating
some connected or overlapped spots. In some cell lines, the
distribution patterns of the spots are very unique, giving us
another dimension to differentiate certain diseases from the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 4 Quantitative analysis of the fluorescent images of LAMP1
immunostaining for each cell line, including wild type (WT) and 7
different LSDs cell lines (A–G). (a) The single-cell fluorescent spot counts
for each cell line. (b) The fluorescent intensity histogram of each cell. The
intensity is divided into 30 levels, 25 fluorescent signal bars out of a total
30 bars are shown. Insets: distribution of the 6 brightest bars. (c) Scatter
plot of the average intensity of LAMP1 fluorescence and the standard
deviation of the intensity in each cell. The coverage rate of lysosome spots
is indicated by the dot size in Fig. 4c.

others. For example, in sample F, lysosome spots show
anisotropic distribution along the long axis of the nucleus,
while in sample E, 85% of the lysosome spots locate in the 35%
part of the cell close to the nucleus. However, most cell lines
do not have these special patterns. Another significant feature
of the fluorescent spots is the size. For example, the size of the
spot in sample A is significantly smaller than that of WT cells
(30% reduction in terms of average area of single spots).
Agglomerate spots appear in both samples C and E, with size
increases of 1.5 and 1.2 times, respectively, compared to the
WT cells.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

We find that a better criterion to separate these cell lines is the
combination of the fluorescence intensity of the spot, the distribution of the spots, and the distribution of the fluorescence
intensity. We present the intensity histogram of each cell in Fib.
4b. For each cell, we divided the intensity into 30 levels, shown as
bars in the histogram. Each histogram has been normalized by
the total area of the cell under analysis. The background (dark
area) counts have been removed from the histogram, thus all the
bars presented in the figure reflect the signal from fluorescent
spots. The average coverage (A.C.) of the fluorescent spots,
calculated from the integrated area of those bars in the histogram, is also listed in the figure. Clearly all samples have larger
coverage than WT cells, and samples A, B, and G are the samples
with the highest coverage. Among these samples, cell line B is
more uniform but has weaker fluorescent spots. The insets in the
figure show the counts of the brightest fluorescent spots. The
major difference between samples A and G is that A usually has
brighter fluorescent spots. From the histogram we also find that
with similar coverage, cell line C has brighter spots while cell line
D has less bright spots than WT cells. Cell lines E and F are quite
similar to WT cells in general but they can be easily separated
from WT due to the unique spatial distribution pattern described
above.
Based on what we have learned above, we try to use LAMP1
IF intensity, the standard deviation of the IF intensity, and the
coverage of lysosome spots as three parameters to cluster the
images of cells. As shown in Fig. 4c, in samples A, B, and G,
the standard deviation of the intensity is smaller than the WT
cell, and the coverage rate of lysosome spots is larger, as indicated by the dot size in the figure. In sample C, the average
LAMP1 intensity is generally larger than the WT cell. In sample
D, the intensity varies in a smaller range, which makes the
standard deviation of the intensity smaller than the WT cell.
Typically, the cells in each cell line can be well clustered by the
average intensity and the standard deviation. Samples E and F
have similar intensity and standard deviation to the intensity of
the WT cell, and can be further identified by the anisotropic
distribution of the spots. These clustering methods clearly hold
great potential for early diagnosis and analysis of LSDs. The
integrated microfluidic IF system will further facilitate this
application by simultaneously detecting multiple target proteins
and enzymes with small amount of cell samples in a single
experimental run. All the experiments of disease cell lines were
biologically duplicated, and WT cells were tested many times.
Results of the same cell lines from different runs were nearly
identical.

Conclusions
We have developed a microfluidic device to perform multi-step
IF experiments and applied this method to analyze the lysosomal
storage disorders cell lines. This method is ideal for optimizing
experimental conditions and observing dynamic processes in cells
with a much lower consumption of samples and reagents than
conventional methods. The chip-based approach is also capable
of preserving the high-quality IF images of cellular organelles for
diseases diagnosis and analysis, and to investigate dynamic colocalization of proteins within cells through automatic double
and multiple staining.
Lab Chip, 2012, 12, 317–324 | 323
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